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A computer based proactive process control technique used to predict the capability of a manufacturing process. A
solid model of statistical process control is created by a computer program to simulate the Bell Curve of the data or the
data with in +/-3 standard deviation. With product knowledge and process knowledge, it is possible to setup and control
the manufacturing process to yield a desired level. The computer program operates within a communication media
network. Suppliers and manufactures through their main servers are connected to floor computers, which are data input
and output computers. All the servers are connected to the main server of a prime contractor. Manufacturing data from
the supplier's field computers goes to their respective servers, and that data in turn goes to the main server of the prime
contractor. From the prime contractor server, the data can be retrieved through computers that are data reviewing
stations.
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SUMMARY:

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates in general to a process control method, more particularly to a computer
program based method for discovering, if manufacturing processes are efficient, capable, and predictable, without the
use of historical statistical data for statistical analysis to determine the capability of the manufacturing process,
creating/testing prototypes or collecting inspection data for statistical analysis, thus reducing cost and time spent on the
manufacturing process.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The complexity of today's highly competitive industries requires that products be manufactured in as short a
period as possible, as well as in a cost efficient manner. Product managers and manufacturing managers must
implement a system of designing, developing, and production to bring a product to the market for the least cost, within
proper time frame, while sustaining product quality. Further complicating, the market constantly shifts, with the
introduction of "new and improved" items, causing some products to be viable for only six months to one year. Thus
product and manufacturing managers need sufficient information to implement the most efficient system of operation.

[0003] Many manufacturing industries employ statistical methodology, such as statistical process control, to control
the manufacturing process. In statistical process control (SPC), processes are controlled from the data collected from
samples drawn at certain intervals and studied for the behavior of process. SPC is used in the manufacturing process to
asses if the process is capable and predictable. In order to assess the process an abundance of data is necessary, making
SPC a data driven process. Yet, before manufactures can apply SPC, a prototype must be made first. This prototype
then goes through a series of quality and reality tests. Data is collected during the tests to modify the engineering
drawing idea to strengthen the product or process. Once the manufacturing process begins inspection and collection of
data is done to study the health of the process by conducting SPC.

[0004] The application of SPC begins with the collection of samples and measure of features. An X-bar and R-chart
is plotted to see if the process causes the parts to fall with in the control limits. If the values fall with in the limit, then
the products are considered statistically acceptable. If the values fall beyond the limit, then the cause of the variation is
investigated and corrected so that the process yields the desired output. This kind of trial and error method to control the
process has proven to be good, provided the volume of production is high, however it requires reliable data and
controlling of all variables in a manufacturing process, as well as performing tests on prototypes. Thus this kind of
process control method becomes an expensive and time-consuming task.

[0005] The very nature of SPC is one of trial-and-error guesswork with an inherent deficiency of it's own, known as
margin of error. There are many variables to manipulate, causing a mass amount of time to be devoted to fine tuning the
process of a product to determine the correct process step or strength of the process. Methods employing this
trial-and-error form of SPC are not proactive process control techniques, meaning they are after the fact or reactive
process control techniques. This aspect of SPC, along with the large costs associated with creating and testing
prototypes, is undesirable to manufacturing industries where time and resources are limited. The manufacturing
environment changes over time, which makes the expensive development costs of process models employing this form
of SPC not practical and unrealistic. Manufacturing industries are seeking for a proactive process control technique that
is not expensive, yet very effective.

[0006] Therefore, there is a need within the manufacturing industry for a methodology that makes the
manufacturing process proactive rather than a reactive process by predicting the capability of a process without having
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sample data, thus eliminating the cost of application of traditional SPC and need to impose control on key
characteristics. Such a technique will be cost saving, time saving, produce a prime quality product, and higher product
yield.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The present invention improves upon various previous methods of process control by providing a solid
model of statistical process control through the use of a computer program to integrate quality, producibility, and
customer requirements to help and control the manufacturing process to yield 99.9% or above. The present invention
performs these tasks without the additional costs associated creating, testing, and compiling data on sample prototypes.

[0008] It is the object of the present invention to make the reactive process control technique of SPC into a
proactive process control technique or reverse SPC. Research and study on the behavior of the application of SPC
reveal, the key element in the process has been narrowed down to standard deviation. Examining the formulae below,
one element plays very important role in statistics, that is the standard deviation=sigma <mrow> <mi>Cp</mi>
<mo>=</mo> <mfrac> <mrow> <mi>USL</mi> <mo>-</mo> <mi>LSL</mi> </mrow> <mrow> <mn>6</mn>
<mo>[it]</mo> <mi>sigma</mi> </mrow> </mfrac> </mrow><mrow> <mi>Where</mi> <mo>,</mo> <mrow>
<mi>sigma</mi> <mo>=</mo> <mfrac> <mi>R</mi> <msub> <mi>d</mi> <mn>2</mn> </msub> </mfrac>
</mrow> </mrow><mrow> <mi>Cpk</mi> <mo>=</mo> <mrow> <mi>min</mi> <mo>[it]</mo> <mstyle>
<mtext> </mtext> </mstyle> <mo>[it]</mo> <mi>of</mi> <mo>[it]</mo> <mstyle> <mtext> </mtext> </mstyle>
<mo>[it]</mo> <mi>Cpl</mi> <mo>[it]</mo> <mstyle> <mtext> </mtext> </mstyle> <mo>[it]</mo> <mi>or</mi>
<mo>[it]</mo> <mstyle> <mtext> </mtext> </mstyle> <mo>[it]</mo> <mi>Cpu</mi> </mrow> </mrow><mrow>
<mi>Cpl</mi> <mo>=</mo> <mfrac> <mrow> <mi>X</mi> <mo>-</mo> <mi>LSL</mi> </mrow> <mrow>
<mn>3</mn> <mo>[it]</mo> <mi>sigma</mi> </mrow> </mfrac> </mrow><mrow> <mi>Cpu</mi> <mo>=</mo>
<mfrac> <mrow> <mi>USL</mi> <mo>-</mo> <mi>X</mi> </mrow> <mrow> <mn>3</mn> <mo>[it]</mo>
<mi>sigma</mi> </mrow> </mfrac> </mrow>

[0009] Given that the standard deviation plays a key role in the process of making the statistical balancing of a
manufacturing process, the present invention eliminates all other elements of SPC and gives priority to standard
deviation and employs a technique to electronically process variable and work in reverse order to save time and cost.

[0010] A solid model of statistical process control is created by a computer program to simulate the Bell Curve of
the data or the data with in +/-3 standard deviation windows for values entered prior to manufacturing. The invention
also creates a theoretical standard deviation for the values entered, into the program. Theoretical standard deviation will
be known as "machine capability." The invention's computer program also can be used to create values for a given
engineering specification or dimension to fit into the windows. The user may select two variables from the windows, to
represent the upper limit and lower limit of the process being planned. The user then can work with the selected
variables instead of taking the whole dimension given by the engineering specification drawing in the computer. With
product knowledge and process knowledge, it is possible to control the process to yield a desired level.

[0011] The invention's computer program operates through a system that is a communication media network within
the corporate management & customer and flows down to the in-house manufacturing floor and to the outside suppliers.
Suppliers and manufactures through their main servers are connected to floor computers, which are data input and
output computers. All the servers are connected to the main server of a prime contractor. Manufacturing data from the
supplier's field computers goes to their respective servers and that data in turn goes to the main server of the prime
contractor. From the prime contractor server, the data can be retrieved through computers that are data reviewing
stations. This new system of online data review, will help users to visualize the real-time quality of a product
manufactured anywhere in the country or world and also predict the timeliness of delivery of products to them.

DETDESC:
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] In the manufacturing process variations are likely to happen, and this is normal and inherent. Yet when the
variations are abnormal, problems arise. The present invention seeks to prevent abnormal variations in a process, using
a computer program and network system.

[0013] FIG. 1 illustrates the communication media network within the corporate management & customer, which
flows down to the in-house manufacturing floor and to the outside suppliers. Such a system brings a clear visibility in to
the entire manufacturing process leaving no element unknown throughout the process. Suppliers and manufactures
through their main servers, supplier servers 10, 20, 30, are connected to data input and output floor computers 40, 50,
60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130. All the supplier servers 10, 20, 30, are connected to a prime contractor main server
140 such as industries like Aerospace, Automotive, Medical, Defense and General etc.

[0014] Manufacturing data from the supplier's data input and output floor computers 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100,
110, 120, 130 goes to their respective supplier servers 10, 20, 30 and that data in turn goes to the prime contractor main
server 140. From the prime contractor server, the data can be retrieved through computers that are data reviewing
stations 150, 160, 170, 180.

[0015] This new system of online data review, will help users to visualize the real-time quality of a product
manufactured anywhere in the country or world and also predict the timeliness of delivery of products to them.

[0016] This network employed by the present invention eliminates the traditional application of SPC (an after the
fact process to control the manufacturing process) to a proactive strategy with tremendous cost saving to the customers
and the suppliers. Corporate supplier managers can monitor their suppliers manufacturing process anywhere in the
world on their computer screen, while the manufacturing process is in progress.

[0017] Given that the standard deviation plays a key role in the process of making the statistical balancing of a
manufacturing process, the present gives priority to standard deviation and employs a technique to electronically
process variable and work in reverse order, thus saving time and cost expenditure.

[0018] FIG. 2 illustrates the limits of engineering specification and limits of a process spread. Through
methodology employed through the present invention to set up the engineering specified variables 190 within the
process limit 200, than we may achieve product yield 210 of about 99.3% that is with in 1-3 standard deviation. In FIG.
2 the standard deviation 220 of the process spread 230 will be less than the engineering specification spread 240.

[0019] Furthermore take for example analyzing the whole quality of components that build an aircraft. FIG. 3
shows, in a bell curve format 250 with a specified amount of components. After implementing the present invention,
product quality (whole assembly of an aircraft) will resemble the illustration in FIG. 4, where most components 260 fall
more closely within control limits 270.

[0020] The present invention seeks to control all the variables in an engineering design or specification during the
manufacturing process, so that a graph illustrating the process 280 would look like the graph shown in FIG. 5 or
narrower. In order to achieve good control on all variables a system is created that channels all the variables during
manufacturing, through a predetermined band 290 as displayed in FIG. 6. As illustrated in FIG. 7, after use of the
present invention's methodology, the path of variable spread 300 will be around a nucleus 310.

[0021] The computer program employed creates a solid model to stimulate the Bell Curve 320, shown in FIG. 8, of
the data or the data with in +/-3 standard deviation windows for the values entered prior to manufacturing. The
invention also creates a theoretical standard deviation, machine capability, for the values entered, into the program.
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[0022] The program derives control parameters that can be used to set up a given manufacturing process that is
capable and predictable without any sample data.

[0023] Take for example, a circuit board assembly, where there are six elements. To get 85% yield, each element of
the board must have a yield of 0.97327 or 97.327%, to expect a first time board yield of 85%. In order to determine a
proper process the present invention may be employed. As a first step, all variables in a design or specification need to
identified with serial numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. This is to identify all the requirements in an engineering
drawing/specification/contractual requirement. Serialization is only for trace ability purposes.

[0024] In the present invention, common cause variations are reduced by process redesign. The standard deviation
of the population is replaced with a theoretical standard deviation, small sigma=o, that is equal to the machine
capability, created from engineering design values or specification entered into the program. To make the program
work, assume that all the variables in a design are considered fit with in a standard Bell Curve. The software program
creates a theoretical standard deviation, machine capability, for all the variables input. This process is to bring all the
design variables or specification data in a standard format without loosing the design intent. QDC form 330, a new
matrix shown in FIG. 9 is used to accomplish this task, which provides the user data to analyze statistically to see if the
process was under control. QDC Form 330 or matrix is the document that identifies all the control factors necessary to
produce a product, to meet the design requirement when process is finished. Users can review this electronic matrix any
time to assure the compliance. Sharing the electronic file can reduce the amount of paperwork saving a portion of the
cost by the supplier and customer.

[0025] After entering all the variables, QDC Form can be printed out for further processing, by selecting the
variable under X and programming the (CNC) machine to this variable. After CNC program, verify all the variables are
programmed to the nominal value under X, from the matrix. Select the machine(s) that has the capability to hold the
least of the standard deviations from the matrix. For Example, 0.001[Doubleprime], selected from a group of machine
capabilities: 0.002[Doubleprime], 0.003[Doubleprime], 0.004[Doubleprime], 0.005[Doubleprime], and
0.0.001[Doubleprime].

[0026] FIG. 10 shows a process planned and controlled according to the present invention has yielded more than
expected. Shown in FIG. 10 is the specification limit 340, engineering value from SPC Solid Model selected before
processing 350, and the actual yield of the product produced using the SPC Solid Model data 360.

[0027] The present invention has benefits not present in other known process control methods in that the present
invention allows a user to plan and execute a known manufacturing process with out any old data derived from the
testing/creating of sample prototypes or analyzing a process after it is done. Thus it is cost saving by optimizing the
manufacturing process, enhances visibility in the entire manufacturing process, and helps yield a higher quality product.

ENGLISH-CLAIMS:
Return to Top of Patent

1. A computer system for monitoring a product or process, comprising: receiving a first data input in the form of
hypothetical desired product or process specifications; receiving a second data input from a destination point;
performing a first standard deviation calculation for said first data input; performing a second standard deviation
calculation for said second data input; setting tolerance levels for differences between said first standard deviation
calculation and said second standard deviation calculation; and responding to said differences if said differences exceed
said tolerance levels.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein all steps occur real time.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein said first data input contains data that may be programmed or calculated to
represent ideal manufacturing specifications.
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4. The system of claim 1, wherein said second data input is actual product or process specifications, obtained
during the manufacturing process.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein said first standard deviation calculation is a theoretical standard deviation
calculated from an engineering model/specification model.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein said second standard deviation calculation is an actual standard deviation.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein said tolerance levels are quantitative ranges of how tightly a product or process
must adhere to ideal specifications.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein said responding to said differences is an automated response delivered to a
machine which makes the product or carries on the process.

9. The system of claim 1, wherein said responding to said differences is a warning alert.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein said first data input is received on a manufacturer side computer.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein said second data input is received on a distributor side computer.

12. The system of claim 10, wherein said second data input is received on a distributor side computer.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein a server communicates with said manufacturer side computer and said
distributor side computer to determine said first standard deviation calculation and said second standard deviation
calculation.

14. The system of claim 12, wherein a server determines whether said responding to said differences should occur.

15. The system of claim 1, wherein said tolerance levels are acceptable levels of variation in manufacturing a
product or performing a process.

16. The system of claim 1, wherein said responding to said differences if said differences exceed said tolerance
levels is adjusting said tolerance levels if said differences between said first standard deviation calculation and said
second standard deviation calculation exceed said tolerance levels.

17. The system of claim 1, wherein said responding to said differences if said differences exceed said tolerance
levels is changing controllable variables of the manufacturing of the product.

18. The system of claim 1, wherein said responding to said differences if said differences exceed said tolerance
levels is changing controllable variables of the process.

19. The system of claim 1, wherein said responding to said differences if said differences exceed said tolerance
levels is halting the manufacturing of the product or halting the process.
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